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This paper introduces a new technique, which is based on a more
powerful model of accident causality—called systems-theoretic
accident model and process (STAMP)—that can capture
behaviors that are prevalent in these complex, software-intensive
systems. The goals are to (1) develop rigorous, systematic tools
for the analysis of future ATM concepts in order to identify
potentially hazardous scenarios and undocumented assumptions,
and (2) extend these tools to assist stakeholders in the
development of concepts using a safety-driven approach.
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I.

MOTIVATION

Current flight-critical systems are remarkably safe due to:
(1) conservative adoption of new technologies, (2) careful
introduction of automation to augment human capabilities, (3)
reliance on experience and learning from the past, and (4)
extensive decoupling of system components. Future air traffic
management initiatives, including NextGen and SESAR,
violate these assumptions.
The use of new technologies with little prior experience in
this environment and increasing reliance on software will result
in humans assuming more supervisory roles over automation,
requiring more cognitively complex human decision-making.
Increased coupling and inter-connectivity among airborne,
ground, and satellite systems, along with a shift in control from
ground to aircraft and shared responsibilities, results in a highly
coupled and complex system.
Attempts to re-engineer the national airspace in the past
have been relatively unsuccessful and have been very slow [1],
partly due to inability to assure safety of the changes [2]. Given
this history, how can the airspace be re-engineered
incrementally without negatively impacting safety? This paper
asserts that a different way of thinking about how to do safety
assurance is required to successfully introduce NextGen and
SESAR concepts.

A new approach to safety, which is based on systems
theory and described in Section III, can improve our ability to
assure safety in these complex systems.
A.

Including Safety during System Conception
Often the perception among engineers and other
stakeholders is that safety is expensive. Safety-related features
are also seen as intrusive because they seem to result in
reduced performance, increased weight, or unnecessary
complexity. In fact safety often is costly, both in terms of
economics and technical performance, but this is not due to any
intrinsic property of safety itself. Rather, the reason safety costs
so much is that it is often considered only after the major
architectural tradeoffs and design decisions have been made.
Once the basic design is finalized, the only choice is to add
expensive redundancy or excessive design margins [3]. It has
been estimated in the defense community that 70-80% of the
decisions affecting safety are made in the early concept
development stages of a project [4]. As Fig. 1 illustrates,
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Abstract— Safety should be designed into future air traffic
management systems from their very conception, which can be
achieved by integrating powerful hazard analysis techniques into
the general systems engineering process. The primary barrier to
achieving this objective is the lack of effectiveness of the existing
analytical tools during early concept development.
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1.1 Motivation
The current1 national airspace (NAS) system in the United States has achieved
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historically low accident rates, with an exponential decrease in major2 accidents since
1960 [Boeing, 2009]. However, the forecasted growth in passenger and freight flights
is expected to be more than 5% in the coming decades [Netjasov and Janic, 2008], and
the current air traffic management system cannot sustain this growth. In addition
to increasing capacity demands, the United States national airspace faces increasing
pressure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and operator costs.
1
2

“Current” refers here to the system as it exists (existed) before NextGen implementations.
Major accidents, per the Boeing study, include those with fatalities and/or hull loss.
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Unfortunately, as Fig. 1 also depicts, traditional tools used
for analyzing and improving safety are only applicable in the
later stages of system development, when detailed design
information is available. These same tools were developed long
ago, when the primary cause of accidents was due to
mechanical failure [6]. Modern systems exhibit hazardous
behavior due to a series of factors that extend well beyond
hardware failure. The introduction of new technology, such as
computers and software, is changing the types of accidents we
see today [7]. Hazardous behavior arises in systems due to
unsafe interactions between components, even when the
components have not necessarily failed. Given the complexity
of today’s systems, these interactions are increasingly difficult
to understand and predict. The underlying assumptions of
traditional hazard analysis tools also oversimplify the role of
human operators [8],[9],[10] and software design errors
[3],[11]. Not only are traditional hazard analysis techniques
incapable of analyzing systems that are immature in terms of
design detail, they are also very limited with respect to these
new accident causation factors, which will become increasingly
prevalent in tomorrow’s systems.
Because current preliminary hazard analysis and risk
assessment techniques are limited with respect to the kinds of
scenarios they identify and how risk is communicated to
decision makers, this paper introduces a different approach.
This systems engineering approach, called STECA (SystemsTheoretic Early Concept Analysis), is based on control- and
systems-theory rather than reliability theory. It can identify a
broad range of hazardous scenarios early in development so
that decision makers can eliminate or mitigate hazards by the
selection of appropriate architectural options when the cost of
doing so is much less than when a design is nearly complete.
STAMP, like the general systems approach to engineering,
focuses on the system as a whole, not on the parts or
components individually. It assumes that some properties of
systems can be treated adequately only in their entirety, taking
into account all facets relating the social to the technical
aspects [13]. These system properties derive from the
relationships between parts of systems: how the parts interact
and fit together [14]. Concentrating on the analysis and design
of the whole as distinct from the components or parts provides
a means for studying complex systems. In systems theory,
emergent properties are those system properties that arise from
the interactions among components. Safety is an emergent
property.
Safety-driven design helps stakeholders identify safetyrelated requirements, design potential mitigation strategies,
and analyze architectural alternatives. That is, safety-driven
design assists in moving the safety engineering process from
the design phase to the concept development and requirements
generation phase as shown in Fig. 1Figure 1.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Usual Characteristics of a Concept of Operations
Though some of the concept generation and system
architecting frameworks have become increasingly

formalized, the techniques still do not yield the level of detail
necessary to perform most traditional types of hazard analysis
[15]. During concept development, the system is usually
defined informally and many undocumented or implicit
assumptions exist. A Concept of Operations (ConOps) can be
developed in many different ways, but in general, it will
include a statement of the goals and objectives of the system;
strategies, tactics, policies, and constraints affecting the
system; organizations, activities, and interactions among
participants and operators; and operational processes for
fielding the system [16]. A ConOps “describes how the system
will be operated during the life-cycle phases to meet
stakeholder expectations. It describes the system
characteristics from an operational perspective and helps
facilitate an understanding of the system goals” [17].
The concept phase has the following characteristics: little
design detail is available to analysts, engineering requirements
do not yet exist, and descriptions of the system include
informal, natural language text with many undocumented
assumptions.
B. Traditional Approach to Early Safety Activities
Traditionally, safety-related activities conducted during the
preliminary phases of an engineering program include
developing Preliminary Hazard Lists (PHL), performing
Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA), and informing decisionmakers by using risk assessment techniques, such as a risk
matrix. This traditional approach assesses risk by combining
the estimated likelihood and worst-case consequences (and
sometimes mitigation measures) of a particular hazard
[17],[18],[19],[20]. Preliminary hazard analysis (PHA) is a
guided analysis effort that occurs early in the engineering
process, when detailed design information is not available.
Standard preliminary hazard analyses include a list of hazards
to be avoided, potential causes of those hazards, effects on the
system, severity level of the hazards, and supporting
comments or recommendations [21]. Table 1 shows a generic
PHA table and expected contents.
These results do not provide much assistance in the
development of detailed system safety requirements or the
comparison of different system architectures or design
alternatives with respect to safety. Rather, comparison of
system architectures and design alternatives are usually based
on trade studies that incorporate performance objectives such
as (e.g. for aircraft systems) mass, speed, range, and
efficiency, as well as cost and schedule estimates. Safety is
rarely included in these trade studies [22], and the preliminary
hazard analysis is conducted separately from architecture
generation.
PHA is limited because without design information, only
very generic causes can be identified. For example, a recent
PHA for a new air traffic management system listed “Design
flaw, coding error, software OS problem” and “Human error”
as potential hazard causes [23]. These generic types of causes
are not particularly useful for guiding the design. That is,
hardware, software, or humans cause all hazards. Simply

listing a generic set of factors is not helpful, and PHA
techniques suffer from a lack of guidance in identifying causal

factors that lead to specific hazardous states that stakeholders
wish to avoid.

Table 1. Sample PHA Worksheet (adapted from [21])

PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS
PROGRAM: _____________________________
ENGINEER: _____________________________
ITEM
HAZARDOU CAUSE
S
CONDITION
Assigned
List the nature Describe what
number
of the
is causing the
sequence
condition
stated
condition to
exist

III.

SYSTEMS-THEORETIC ACCIDENT MODEL AND PROCESS

System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP)
is a new accident causality model developed to capture more
types of accident causal factors than traditional methods
[7],[24]. These factors include social and organizational
structures, more kinds of human error, design and requirements
flaws, and hazardous interactions among non-failed
components. While traditional hazard analysis techniques treat
safety as a failure problem or simplify accidents to a linear
chain of events [25], STAMP treats safety differently.
System safety is reformulated as a system control problem
rather than a component reliability problem—accidents occur
when component failures, external disturbances, and/or
potentially unsafe interactions among system components are
not handled adequately or controlled, leading to the violation of
required safety constraints on component behavior (such as
maintaining minimum separation in air traffic control). In
STAMP, the safety controls in a system are embodied in the
hierarchical safety control structure, whereby commands or
control actions are issued from higher levels to lower levels
and feedback is provided from lower levels to higher levels.
STAMP defines four types of unsafe control actions that
must be eliminated or controlled to prevent accidents:
1) A control action required for safety is not provided or is
not followed

EFFECTS
If allowed to go
uncorrected, what
will be the effect or
effects of the
hazardous condition

4) A safe control action is stopped too soon or applied too
long
One potential cause of a hazardous control action in
STAMP is an inadequate process model used by human or
automated controllers. A process model contains the
controller’s understanding of 1) the current state of the
controlled process, 2) the desired state of the controlled
process, and 3) the ways the process can change state. The

Hazard
Level
assignment

Probability of
occurrence:
-Likelihood
-Exposure
-Magnitude

controller uses this model to determine what control actions are
needed. In software, the process model is usually just a few
variables and embedded in the program algorithms. For
humans, the process model is often called the “mental model”.
Software and human errors frequently result from incorrect
process models; for example, the Mars Polar Lander software
had an incorrect process model that identified the spacecraft as
already on the surface of the planet and shut off the descent
engines while the spacecraft was 40 meters above the surface
[26].
Incorrect or incomplete process models are only one cause
of accidents in STAMP. Other potential flaws that may lead to
unsafe control, and thus accidents, are depicted in Fig. 2.
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However, STPA has only been applied to existing, operational systems or to projects
with a significant amount of design detail, although Harkleroad et al. [2013] identified it as a potentially e↵ective method during concept development. In addition,
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STECA is defined informally in this paper. The mathematical
foundations have been developed and a more formal treatment
is provided in [29].
IV.

SYSTEMS-THEORETIC EARLY CONCEPT ANALYSIS

The early phases of systems engineering involve
identifying system objectives and criteria, defining top-level
requirements, defining a system-level architecture, and then
performing trade studies that ultimately lead to a design (e.g.
[17],[30]). Table 2 depicts the relationships between safetydriven design activities and their counterparts in general
systems engineering.
Table 2. General Engineering and Safety-Driven Design

Engineering Activities
Identify System
Objectives, Criteria

⇔

Define Requirements

⇔

Define a System
Architecture

⇔

⇔

Safety-Driven Design
Identify Accidents and
Hazards
Define Safety
Constraints
Define a Hierarchical
Safety Control Structure

Two fundamental concepts of systems theory—hierarchy
and emergence, and communication and control—are
fundamental to STECA. Control-theoretic concepts are used
first to construct a model of the system, and theories of
hierarchy and emergence (in addition to control and
communication) are then used to analyze the model itself. The
process is conducted according to Fig. 3. The following subsections describeGENERAL,
the theoretical development
as well as
SAFETY-DRIVEN DESIGN
SYSTEMS-THEORETIC
provide a brief
exampleANALYSIS
for illustrative purposes.
CONOPS

A. Identify Hazards and Derive Safety Constraints
Like a typical STPA analysis, STECA begins by
identifying accidents, hazards, and system-level safety
constraints. An accident is simply a loss that stakeholders must
avoid, and a hazard is defined as “a system state or set of
conditions that, together with a particular set of worst-case
environmental conditions, will lead to an accident (loss)” [7].
In air traffic management, the accident is loss of life and/or loss
of aircraft. Example system-level hazards include:
[H-1] Aircraft violate minimum separation (LOS or loss of
separation, NMAC or Near midair collision)
[H-2] Aircraft enters uncontrolled state
[H-3] Aircraft performs controlled maneuver into ground
(CFIT, controlled flight into terrain)
The associated safety constraint is then:

Concept

Identify System Hazards

Derive System
Safety Constraints

[SC-1] Aircraft must remain at least 5 nautical miles apart
en route ↑ [H-1]

Derive Refined
Safety Constraints

[SC-2] Aircraft position, velocity must remain within
airframe manufacturer defined flight envelope ↑ [H2]
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Identify Control Concepts

Identify Hazardous Scenarios
and Causal Factors
Refine, Modify
Control Structure
Figure 5: Proposed Methodology

Figure 3. STECA Methodology

STECA has been applied to the Trajectory-Based
Operations (TBO) concept being developed by the United
States Federal Aviation Administration as part of the NextGen
air traffic management modernization program1. TBO is a
shift from the current ATM control strategy of clearancebased operations, intended primarily to increase capacity and
improve efficiency. Today’s operations rely on relatively little
automation, in comparison to the TBO framework where
aircraft will follow four-dimensional paths, called trajectories,
which are computed by autonomous systems and decision
1

support tools. When fully realized, these trajectories will
represent an aircraft’s gate-to-gate movement and will be the
basis for Air Traffic Control and Air Traffic Management that
focuses on traffic flow and airspace use and autonomy of
individual aircraft. The primary themes of TBO are: moving
from
clearance-based
to
trajectory-based
airspace
management, increasing reliance on automation and decision
support tools, and distributing traffic management
responsibilities throughout the system.
A key term in TBO is the four dimensional trajectory, or
4DT, which defines the aircraft in 3-dimensional space and
time and is described in the list below. TBO uses the 4DT “to
both strategically manage and tactically control surface and
airborne operations” [31]. The 4DT represents not only the
aircraft’s current state but also its intent, or where it will be in
the future in both space and time.

There is an equivalent concept in Europe’s SESAR.

[SC-3] Aircraft must maintain positive clearance with all
terrain (This constraint does not include runways
and taxiways) ↑ [H-3]
The system hazards and safety constraints form the basis of
the rest of the STECA effort. That is, the analysis should
identify scenarios that violate the safety constraints (and thus
result in hazards). STECA proceeds by (1) identifying control
concepts in a ConOps document and generate a hierarchical
safety control structure based on that description, and then (2)
identifying hazardous scenarios based on the safety control
structure that is implied in the ConOps document.
The analyst then derives refined safety constraints or
requirements based on the safety control structure and
hazardous scenarios. The hazardous scenarios are also used to
refine, or perhaps modify, the initial safety control structure
and to inform the architectural design process.

B. Identifying Control Concepts
This step consists of examining the text (or graphics) of a
ConOps and considering the basic functions of each entity in
the control loop. That is, what is required of each entity in the
control loop for effective, safe system behavior? What are the
responsibilities of the controller, actuator, controlled process,
and sensor? How do these entities interact with each other, with
the environment, and with other control loops?

•
•

1

The Controller:

translates controller-generated action into processspecific instruction, force, heat, torque, or other
mechanism

The Controlled Process:
•

interacts with environment via forces, heat transfer,
chemical reactions, or other input
translates higher level control actions into control
actions directed at lower level processes (if it is not at
the bottom of a control hierarchy)

The Sensor:
•
•
•

(3.)

creates, generates, or modifies control actions based on
algorithm or procedure and perceived model of system
processes inputs from sensors to form and update
process model

The Actuator:
•

From TBO ConOps (adapted from [JPDO, 2011]):
“conformance is monitored both in the (1.),(3.) aircraft and on the
ground against the agreed-upon [trajectory]. In the air, this monitoring
(and alerting) includes lateral deviations...(5.) actual lateral position
compared to (5.) intended position, longitudinal based on flight progress
in the (4.) FMS [aircraft software], vertical based on altimetry, and time
from the FMS [aircraft software] or other ‘time to go’ aids.”

transmits continuous dynamic state measurements to
controller
transmits binary or discretized state data to controller
synthesizes and integrates measurement data

Table 3 provides a series of prompts that an analyst can use
when reading a text or graphic in a ConOps.
Table 3. Control-theoretic Analysis of Text

Source /
Subject
Role
Behavior
Type
Context

What is the primary subject of the text? What
is the primary source of action that the text
(or graphic) is describing?
Is the Source or Subject a Controller,
Actuator, Controlled Process, or Sensor?
For the given role, which type(s) of behavior
does it exhibit? See the lists in the body text
above for each control role
Provide a justification for categorizing the
text (or graphic) in the chosen manner.

In the TBO ConOps [31], there is a chapter dedicated to
conformance monitoring, which is the degree to which an
aircraft follows its agreed-upon trajectory. This example is
intended to show how these control-theoretic concepts can be
used to (1) query a certain aspect of a concept and then (2) to
use the resulting information to build a system model. The
quote is at the top of Fig. 4.
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To begin, the analyst must ask: What is the primary source,
subject, or actor in the text, and in what way does this source
relate to control theory? The quoted text describes
conformance, or conformance monitoring.
Next, what is the source's role in control theory?
Conformance monitoring acts as a sensor, and in this text there
appear to be two versions of the sensor: one in the aircraft and
another on the ground. Of the three generic roles that a sensor
can take in the proposed framework, the conformance
monitoring sensor provides two. Fig. 4 includes a graphical
depiction of how this information is mapped into a control
model. A separate model should also be developed for the
ground conformance monitor.
This process—identifying the behavior associated with a
specific source of information in a ConOps, and then inserting
it into the appropriate place in a control model—is repeated
recursively over the entire ConOps document. This process
may result in a set of individual control loops, as in Fig. 5.
These individual control loops are then synthesized into a
hierarchical control structure (see Fig. 6 and 7 at the end of the
paper).
C. Identifying Hazardous Scenarios and Causal Factors
This step involves identifying three general classes of
scenarios, which relate to (1) identifying gaps or conflicts in
safety-related responsibilities, (2) completeness of individual
control loops, and (3) coordination and consistency among
multiple control agents. This section presents an example
analysis of the first category and a brief explanation of the
latter two categories.
The first part of the analysis is related to Analyzing SafetyRelated Responsibilities. It is intended to ensure that all
hazards and safety constraints are accounted for in the control
structure and to identify goals and responsibilities that conflict
with safety constraints. Hazardous scenarios may occur if any

of the safety constraints are unaccounted for, or if any goals in
constraints.
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Figure 5. Complete Control Loop of Airborne Conformance Monitor

STECA should also identify scenarios related to
completeness of the control loops, i.e. whether the controllers
have proper goals, can act on the process under their control,
and can ascertain changes in the process via feedback.
Hazardous scenarios may arise whenever any of these
conditions are not satisfied.
Finally, hazardous scenarios may involve (the lack of)
coordination and consistency among multiple controllers. In
many complex systems, more than one controller can affect a
process, and these scenarios involve potentially inconsistent
commands or lack of priority. In addition, multiple controllers
may have a model of the same process, and hazardous
scenarios arise when these models become inconsistent.
D. Derive Refined Safety Constraints
Hazard analyses or safety assessments should not be used
to merely state whether the systems or components are “Safe”
or “Unsafe”. The results should drive the design of the system.
Once the scenarios have been identified, the key to safetydriven design is reasoning about (a) how to prevent the
scenarios and (b) how to mitigate the scenarios if they occur.
For example, the following safety constraints can be derived
from the conflict of responsibilities described in the previous
section.
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The next aspect of analyzing the safety responsibilities
Relevant Causal Factors: In appropriate or
involves identifying potential conflicts among other system
conflicting Goal Condition. For a human
goals and assuring loss of separation. With respect to
operator these requirements could be levied
conformance monitoring and loss of separation, the system
with respect to how the information is
must ensure that the respective goals do not cause conflicts.
displayed; for automation the requirement
Does the TBO ConOps guarantee that such a condition does
could be levied in the algorithm in terms of
not, or cannot exist? There is a conflict with safety
the relative “weight” given to conformance
responsibilities if there exists an action that can
versus generating new clearances.
simultaneously result in the loss of separation hazard and
SC-I.1.a.i. Loss of separation information must
fulfill the conformance condition. Such an action is possible if
be presented to air traffic controller
there are any aircraft (or any other debris or hazardous
and/or flight crew Rationale: feedback
situation) in the presence of the intended aircraft trajectory or
and information should support the
conformance volume. The following section describes this
primary goal of maintaining separation
scenario, and associated causal factors, in more detail.
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conformance alert and loss of separation
alert
occur
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form of aural, visual, or other format(s).
Rationale: feedback and information should
support the goal condition
SC-I.1…etc…
This process results in a set of safety-related requirements
and constraints on the system being developed.
E. Refine, Modify Control Architecture
The previous section describes the identification of
constraints, based on a control structure derived directly from
the ConOps. In addition to these constraints, STECA can also
be used to modify the system control structure in order to
eliminate hazardous scenarios.
Consider a different example from the TBO ConOps, which
states that the air traffic controllers (ANSP in Fig. 6 at the end
of this paper) will negotiate aircraft trajectories directly with
flight deck and also with the aircraft dispatchers or airlines
(FOC in Fig. 6). Arrows labeled K and L in the control
structure denote negotiations. By focusing on coordination and
consistency, it can be seen by inspection of Fig. 6 that aircraft
have the potential of receiving control commands from
multiple control agents. These control commands come in the
form of approved trajectories, either directly from the ANSP,
or in some cases the FOC. While there could be requirements
that ensure the negotiations between ANSP-FOC are consistent
with ANSP-Aircraft negotiations, there may be a more
effective and simple approach.
This problem is perhaps more easily solved with general,
control structure modifications. One could implement a highlevel requirement that the FOC stops negotiating with the
ANSP for all active flights (e.g. within TBD minutes of
departure). Such a requirement changes the control structure,
where the FOC no longer has control authority over active
flights and only exchanges relevant aircraft state information.
An alternative requirement is that the FOC and aircraft never
negotiate simultaneously. The result is a change from Fig. 6 to
Fig. 7.
V.

ground control agent (the analysis also includes pilots), and the
associated cause is “Human error”. There are at least two
problems with this cause. While many accidents have been
attributed to human error, many behaviors that might be
considered an “error” do not result in an accident and can
actually be used by the operator to learn and improve his or her
behavior [8]. More important, like the factors typically
associated with software error, the analysis omits any
explanation about why an error occurs and how it might
actually lead to a hazard. Because of this lack of definition, the
assumed mitigations are equally vague. PHA leaves out
component interaction entirely.
The left side of Table 4, which was produced by the
application experts, is typical of the kinds of information found
for human behavior in a PHA. Similar results exist for software
factors. The traditional PHA includes one hazard related to the
ground control agent (the analysis also includes pilots), and the
associated cause is “Human error”. There are at least two
problems with this cause. While many accidents have been
attributed to human error, many behaviors that might be
considered an “error” do not result in an accident and can
actually be used by the operator to learn and improve his or her
behavior [8]. More important, like the factors typically
associated with software error, the analysis omits any
explanation about why an error occurs and how it might
actually lead to a hazard. Because of this lack of definition, the
assumed mitigations are equally vague. PHA leaves out
component interaction entirely.
Table 4. Comparison of Traditional Approach to STECA

Traditional PHA Example

STECA

Hazard Description: ANSP
makes mistake during manual
data load into GBA when
negotiating a strategic change to
the 4DT
Causes: “Human error”

Scenario: ANSP issues command
that results in aircraft closing (or
maintaining) a 4DT, but that 4DT
has a conflict.

COMPARISON TO TRADITIONAL APPROACH

Recall what is necessary for stakeholders to develop a
concept. Two significant artifacts of systems engineering,
particularly in the early phases, are requirements and the
definition of a system architecture. In terms of safety,
requirements and architectures should eliminate or mitigate
against as complete a set of hazardous scenarios as possible.
Therefore, a successful safety-driven design approach
should (1) identify as many valid hazardous scenarios as
possible, (2) assist in the identification of requirements and
safety-related constraints, and (3) help stakeholders develop a
system architecture that eliminates or mitigates hazards.
The left side of Table 4, which was produced by the
application experts, is typical of the kinds of information found
for human behavior in a PHA. Similar results exist for software
factors. The traditional PHA includes one hazard related to the

Causal Factors: This scenario
arises because the ANSP has been
assigned the responsibility to
assure that aircraft conform to 4D
trajectories as well as to assure
loss of separation. A conflict in
these responsibilities occurs when
any 4D trajectory has a loss of
separation (LOS could be with
another aircraft that is
conforming or is nonconforming). [Inappropriate Goal
Condition]
Additional hazards occur when
the 4DT encounters inclement
weather, exceeds aircraft flight
envelope, or aircraft has
emergency

Assumed Mitigations: Pilot will
have to accept the change;
Conformance monitoring; GBA
tactical separation; TCAS;
Quality of Data check

Requirements: Loss of separation
takes precedence over
conformance in all TBO
procedures, algorithms, and
human interfaces [Goal
Condition]

Traditional PHA Example

STECA
Loss of separation information
must be presented to air traffic
controller and/or flight crew
[assuring appropriate feedback]
Loss of separation alert should be
displayed more prominently when
conformance alert and loss of
separation alert occur
simultaneously. [This
requirement could be
implemented in the form of aural,
visual, or other format(s).]
Flight crew must inform air
traffic controller of intent to
deviate from 4DT and provide
rationale.

Source: [23]

identify and document more explicit and implicit assumptions
about the system concept under development.
Deriving this engineering information during conceptual
design is vital to the successful implementation of tomorrow’s
complex air traffic management systems, where it will be too
late and ineffective to discover potential problems after new
technologies and procedures come online.
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